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Paying public passenger transport tickets with a smartphone becomes increasingly 

popular. But is it secure? (Photo: Gabi Zachmann/KIT) 

No matter whether payment of the public passenger transport 

ticket is made via a smartphone app or whether a prepaid card 

is used for the public swimming pool or a bonus card for the 

supermarket: Many people already open their “electronic 

purses” every day. However, most of them are not aware of the 

fact that by doing so, they largely lose privacy. Researchers of 

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) have developed a secure 

and anonymous system for daily use. It will be presented at the 

ACM CCS 2017 conference in the USA.  

Computer scientist Andy Rupp, member of the “Cryptography and Se-

curity” working group of KIT, is always surprised about lacking prob-

lem awareness: “I observed that only few users are aware of the fact 

that by using such bonus or payment systems they disclose in detail 

how and what they consume or which routes they have taken.” To 

prevent manipulation of the accounts by dishonest users, customer 

data and account balances of payment and bonus systems are usu-

ally administrated with the help of a central database. In every pay-

ment transaction, the customer is identified and the details of her/his 
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transaction are transmitted to the central database. This repeated 

identification process produces a data trace that might be misused by 

the provider or third parties. 

The cryptography expert did not want to resign himself to this appar-

ent conflict of privacy and security. Together with Gunnar Hartung and 

Matthias Nagel of KIT and Max Hoffmann of Ruhr-Universität Bo-

chum, he has now presented the basics of an “electronic purse” that 

works anonymously, but prevents misuse at the same time. The 

“black-box accumulation plus” (BBA+) protocol developed by them 

transfers all necessary account data to the card used or the 

smartphone and guarantees their confidentiality with the help of cryp-

tographic methods. At the same time, BBA+ offers security guaran-

tees for the operator of the bonus or payment system: The protocol 

guarantees a correct account balance and is mathematically con-

structed such that the identity of the user is disclosed as soon as the 

attempt is made to pay with a manipulated account.  

The new protocol is a further development of an anonymous bonus 

card system that was also designed by the KIT research group. For 

collecting and redeeming points, however, it required an internet con-

nection to prevent misuse. “Our new protocol guarantees privacy and 

security for customers during offline operation as well,” Andy Rupp 

says. “This is needed for ensuring the payment system’s suitability for 

daily use. Think of a subway turnstile or a toll bridge. There you may 

have no internet connection at all or it is very slow.” Also its high effi-

ciency makes the protocol suited for everyday use: During first test 

runs, researchers executed payments within about one second.  

More about research in this area: 

http://crypto.iti.kit.edu/index.php?id=cyphycrypt&L=2  

https://homepage.ruhr-uni-bochum.de/andy.rupp/pa-

pers/bbap_ccs17.pdf  

More about the conference: 

https://www.sigsac.org/ccs/CCS2017/agenda.html  

 

More about the KIT Information · Systems · Technologies Center: 

http://www.kcist.kit.edu   

 

The new “BBA+“ protocol makes elec-

tronic payment secure and confidential. 

(Photo: Gabi Zachmann/KIT) 
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Being “The Research University in the Helmholtz Association,“ 

KIT creates and imparts knowledge for the society and the envi-

ronment. It is the objective to make significant contributions to the 

global challenges in the fields of energy, mobility and information. 

For this, about 9,300 employees cooperate in a broad range of dis-

ciplines in natural sciences, engineering sciences, economics, 

and the humanities and social sciences. KIT prepares its 26,000 

students for responsible tasks in society, industry, and science 

by offering research-based study programs. Innovation efforts at 

KIT build a bridge between important scientific findings and their 

application for the benefit of society, economic prosperity, and the 

preservation of our natural basis of life. 

 

Since 2010, the KIT has been certified as a family-friendly university. 

This press release is available on the internet at 

http://www.sek.kit.edu/english/press_office.php. 

The photos in the best quality available to us may be downloaded 

under www.kit.edu or requested by mail to presse@kit.edu or phone 

+49 721 608-47414. The photos may be used in the context given 

above exclusively. 
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